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Java Programming for the Absolute Beginner

2007

java programming for the absolute beginner provides you with an introduction to java that allows you to learn
the fundamentals of object oriented programming while becoming acquainted with many of the core features
of java this book starts with the assumption that you have not previously written a computer program it then
walks you through the creation of a variety of games and applications after you have your footing with the
basics you learn to develop your own systems of classes and by the end of the book you are working with
many of java s graphical user interface gui features and developing a desktop windows application this book
provides a solid introduction for anyone desiring a relaxed fully guided tour of the fundamentals of java
programming and the objectoriented approach to application development

Machine Learning in Java

2018-11-28

leverage the power of java and its associated machine learning libraries to build powerful predictive models
key featuressolve predictive modeling problems using the most popular machine learning java libraries
explore data processing machine learning and nlp concepts using javaml weka mallet librariespractical
examples tips and tricks to help you understand applied machine learning in javabook description as the
amount of data in the world continues to grow at an almost incomprehensible rate being able to understand and
process data is becoming a key differentiator for competitive organizations machine learning applications are
everywhere from self driving cars spam detection document search and trading strategies to speech
recognition this makes machine learning well suited to the present day era of big data and data science the
main challenge is how to transform data into actionable knowledge machine learning in java will provide you
with the techniques and tools you need you will start by learning how to apply machine learning methods to
a variety of common tasks including classification prediction forecasting market basket analysis and clustering
the code in this book works for jdk 8 and above the code is tested on jdk 11 moving on you will discover how
to detect anomalies and fraud and ways to perform activity recognition image recognition and text analysis by
the end of the book you will have explored related web resources and technologies that will help you take
your learning to the next level by applying the most effective machine learning methods to real world
problems you will gain hands on experience that will transform the way you think about data what you will
learndiscover key java machine learning librariesimplement concepts such as classification regression and
clusteringdevelop a customer retention strategy by predicting likely churn candidatesbuild a scalable
recommendation engine with apache mahoutapply machine learning to fraud anomaly and outlier
detectionexperiment with deep learning concepts and algorithmswrite your own activity recognition model
for ehealth applicationswho this book is for if you want to learn how to use java s machine learning libraries to
gain insight from your data this book is for you it will get you up and running quickly and provide you with
the skills you need to successfully create customize and deploy machine learning applications with ease you
should be familiar with java programming and some basic data mining concepts to make the most of this book
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but no prior experience with machine learning is required

Servlet & JSP: A Tutorial, Second Edition

2015-10-15

servlet and javaserver pages jsp are the underlying technologies for developing web applications in java they
are essential for any programmer to master in order to effectively use frameworks such as javaserver faces
struts 2 or spring mvc covering servlet 3 1 and jsp 2 3 this book explains the important programming concepts
and design models in java web development as well as related technologies and new features in the latest
versions of servlet and jsp with comprehensive coverage and a lot of examples this book is a guide to building
real world applications

Natural Language Processing with Java

2018-07-31

explore various approaches to organize and extract useful text from unstructured data using java key features
use deep learning and nlp techniques in java to discover hidden insights in text work with popular java
libraries such as corenlp opennlp and mallet explore machine translation identifying parts of speech and topic
modeling book description natural language processing nlp allows you to take any sentence and identify
patterns special names company names and more the second edition of natural language processing with java
teaches you how to perform language analysis with the help of java libraries while constantly gaining insights
from the outcomes you ll start by understanding how nlp and its various concepts work having got to grips
with the basics you ll explore important tools and libraries in java for nlp such as corenlp opennlp neuroph and
mallet you ll then start performing nlp on different inputs and tasks such as tokenization model training parts
of speech and parsing trees you ll learn about statistical machine translation summarization dialog systems
complex searches supervised and unsupervised nlp and more by the end of this book you ll have learned more
about nlp neural networks and various other trained models in java for enhancing the performance of nlp
applications what you will learn understand basic nlp tasks and how they relate to one another discover and
use the available tokenization engines apply search techniques to find people as well as things within a
document construct solutions to identify parts of speech within sentences use parsers to extract relationships
between elements of a document identify topics in a set of documents explore topic modeling from a document
who this book is for natural language processing with java is for you if you are a data analyst data scientist or
machine learning engineer who wants to extract information from a language using java knowledge of java
programming is needed while a basic understanding of statistics will be useful but not mandatory

Introduction to Java Programming, 2nd Edition

2017-03-20
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introduction to java programming is a book for software developers to familiarize them with the concept of
object oriented programming oop the book enables the reader to understand the basic features of java the line
by line explanation of the source code a unique feature of the book enables the students to gain a thorough and
practical understanding of java the chapters in this book are structured in a pedagogical sequence which makes
this book very effective in learning the features and capabilities of the software salient features each concept
discussed in the book is exemplified by an application to clarify and facilitate better understanding this book
introduces the key ideas of object oriented programming in an innovative way the concepts are illustrated
through best programs covering the basic aspects of java additional information is provided to the users in the
form of notes there is an extensive use of examples schematic representation screen captures tables and
programming exercises table of contents chapter 1 introduction to java chapter 2 fundamental elements in java
chapter 3 control statements and arrays chapter 4 classes and objects chapter 5 inheritance chapter 6 packages
interfaces and inner classes chapter 7 exception handling chapter 8 multithreading chapter 9 string handling
chapter 10 introduction to applets and event handling chapter 11 abstract window toolkit chapter 12 the java i
o system index

Java Projects

2018-08-31

learn how to build scalable resilient and effective applications in java that suit your software requirements key
features explore advanced technologies that java 11 delivers such as web programming and parallel computing
discover modern programming paradigms such as microservices cloud computing and enterprise structures
build highly responsive applications with this practical introduction to reactive programming book description
java is one of the most commonly used software languages by programmers and developers in this book you ll
learn the new features of java 11 quickly and experience a simple and powerful approach to software
development you ll see how to use the java runtime tools understand the java environment and create a
simple namesorting java application further on you ll learn about advanced technologies that java delivers such
as web programming and parallel computing and will develop a mastermind game moving on we provide
more simple examples to build a foundation before diving into some complex data structure problems that will
solidify your java 11 skills with a special focus on the features of new projects project valhalla project panama
project amber and project loom this book will help you get employed as a top notch java developer by the end
of the book you ll have a firm foundation to continue your journey toward becoming a professional java
developer what you will learn compile package and run a program using a build management tool get to
know the principles of test driven development separate the wiring of multiple modules from application logic
use java annotations for configuration master the scripting api built into the java language understand static
versus dynamic implementation of code who this book is for this book is for anyone who wants to learn the
java programming language no programming experience required if you have prior experience it will help
you through the book more easily
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Java Programming

2015-04-28

quick and painless java programming with expert multimedia instruction java programming 24 hour trainer
2nd edition is your complete beginner s guide to the java programming language with easy to follow lessons
and supplemental exercises that help you get up and running quickly step by step instruction walks you
through the basics of object oriented programming syntax interfaces and more before building upon your skills
to develop games web apps networks and automations this second edition has been updated to align with java
se 8 and java ee 7 and includes new information on gui basics lambda expressions streaming api websockets and
gradle even if you have no programming experience at all the more than six hours of java programming
screencasts will demonstrate major concepts and procedures in a way that facilitates learning and promotes a
better understanding of the development process this is your quick and painless guide to mastering java
whether you re starting from scratch or just looking to expand your skill set master the building blocks that go
into any java project make writing code easier with the eclipse tools learn to connect java applications to
databases design and build graphical user interfaces and web applications learn to develop guis with javafx if
you want to start programming quickly java programming 24 hour trainer 2nd edition is your ideal solution

Mastering Java 11

2018-09-27

update your java knowledge with the latest features of java 11 such as the low overhead garbage collector local
variable syntax for lambda parameters and dynamic class file constants key features explore the latest features
in java 9 java 10 and java 11 enhance your java application development and migration approaches full
coverage of modular java applications g1 garbage collector jmh book description java 11 is a long term release
and its new features add to the richness of the language it emphasizes variable type inference performance
improvements along with simplified multithreading the java platform has a special emphasis on modularity
making this the programming platform of choice for millions of developers the modern java platform can be
used to build robust software applications including enterprise level and mobile applications fully updated for
java 11 this book stands to help any java developer enjoy the richness of the java programming language
mastering java 11 is your one stop guide to fully understanding recent java platform updates it contains
detailed explanations of the recent features introduced in java 9 java 10 and java 11 along with obtaining
practical guidance on how to apply the new features as you make your way through the chapters you ll
discover further information on the developments of the java platform and learn about the changes introduced
by the variable handles and project coin along with several enhancements in relation to import statements
processing in the concluding chapters you ll learn to improve your development productivity making your
applications more efficient you ll also be able to get to grips with the command line flags with respect to
various utilities and the command line utility changes featured in the current java platform by the end of the
book you ll have obtained an advanced level understanding of the java platform and its recent changes what
you will learn write modular java applications migrate existing java applications to modular ones understand
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how the default g1 garbage collector works leverage the possibilities provided by the newly introduced java
shell performance test your application effectively with the jvm harness learn how java supports the http 2 0
standard find out how to use the new process api explore the additional enhancements and features of java 9 10
and 11 who this book is for mastering java 11 is for experienced java developers with a solid understanding of
the java language and want to progress to an advanced level

Data Structures and Algorithms in Java

2012-11-30

data structures serve as a foundation upon which many other computer science fields are built thus some
knowledge of data structures is a prerequisite for students who wish to work in the design implementation
testing or maintenance of virtually any software systems the java language an object oriented descendant of c
and c has gained popularity in industry and academia as an excellent programming language due to
widespread use of the internet thus the use of java to teach a data and algorithms course is well justified

Effective Java, 2nd Edition

2016-05-14

are you looking for a deeper understanding of the java tm programming language so that you can write code
that is clearer more correct more robust and more reusable look no further effective java tm second edition
brings together seventy eight indispensable programmer s rules of thumb working best practice solutions for
the programming challenges you encounter every day this highly anticipated new edition of the classic jolt
award winning work has been thoroughly updated to cover java se 5 and java se 6 features introduced since
the first edition bloch explores new design patterns and language idioms showing you how to make the most
of features ranging from generics to enums annotations to autoboxing each chapter in the book consists of
several items presented in the form of a short standalone essay that provides specific advice insight into java
platform subtleties and outstanding code examples the comprehensive descriptions and explanations for each
item illuminate what to do what not to do and why highlights include new coverage of generics enums
annotations autoboxing the for each loop varargs concurrency utilities and much moreupdated techniques and
best practices on classic topics including objects classes libraries methods and serializationhow to avoid the traps
and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the languagefocus on the language and its most
fundamental libraries java lang java util and to a lesser extent java util concurrent and java iosimply put
effective java tm second edition presents the most practical authoritative guidelines available for writing
efficient well designed programs

Effective Java

2008-05-08
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are you looking for a deeper understanding of the javatm programming language so that you can write code
that is clearer more correct more robust and more reusable look no further effective javatm second edition
brings together seventy eight indispensable programmer s rules of thumb working best practice solutions for
the programming challenges you encounter every day this highly anticipated new edition of the classic jolt
award winning work has been thoroughly updated to cover java se 5 and java se 6 features introduced since
the first edition bloch explores new design patterns and language idioms showing you how to make the most
of features ranging from generics to enums annotations to autoboxing each chapter in the book consists of
several items presented in the form of a short standalone essay that provides specific advice insight into java
platform subtleties and outstanding code examples the comprehensive descriptions and explanations for each
item illuminate what to do what not to do and why highlights include new coverage of generics enums
annotations autoboxing the for each loop varargs concurrency utilities and much more updated techniques and
best practices on classic topics including objects classes libraries methods and serialization how to avoid the traps
and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language focus on the language and its most
fundamental libraries java lang java util and to a lesser extent java util concurrent and java io simply put
effective javatm second edition presents the most practical authoritative guidelines available for writing
efficient well designed programs

Object-oriented Software Development Using Java

2003

jia software engineering depaul university helps readers develop skills in designing software and especially in
writing object oriented programs using java the text provides broad coverage of object oriented technology
including object oriented modeling using the unified modeling language uml object oriented design using
design patterns and object oriented programming using java this second edition offers expanded coverage of
design patterns enhanced material on uml and a new introduction to the iterative software development
process made popular by extreme programming learning features include chapter summaries exercises and
projects

Mastering Java 11

2018-09-27

update your java knowledge with the latest features of java 11 such as the low overhead garbage collector local
variable syntax for lambda parameters and dynamic class file constants key featuresexplore the latest features in
java 9 java 10 and java 11enhance your java application development and migration approaches full coverage of
modular java applications g1 garbage collector jmhbook description java 11 is a long term release and its new
features add to the richness of the language it emphasizes variable type inference performance improvements
along with simplified multithreading the java platform has a special emphasis on modularity making this the
programming platform of choice for millions of developers the modern java platform can be used to build
robust software applications including enterprise level and mobile applications fully updated for java 11 this
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book stands to help any java developer enjoy the richness of the java programming language mastering java 11
is your one stop guide to fully understanding recent java platform updates it contains detailed explanations of
the recent features introduced in java 9 java 10 and java 11 along with obtaining practical guidance on how to
apply the new features as you make your way through the chapters you ll discover further information on
the developments of the java platform and learn about the changes introduced by the variable handles and
project coin along with several enhancements in relation to import statements processing in the concluding
chapters you ll learn to improve your development productivity making your applications more efficient you
ll also be able to get to grips with the command line flags with respect to various utilities and the command
line utility changes featured in the current java platform by the end of the book you ll have obtained an
advanced level understanding of the java platform and its recent changes what you will learnwrite modular
java applicationsmigrate existing java applications to modular onesunderstand how the default g1 garbage
collector worksleverage the possibilities provided by the newly introduced java shellperformance test your
application effectively with the jvm harnesslearn how java supports the http 2 0 standardfind out how to use
the new process apiexplore the additional enhancements and features of java 9 10 and 11who this book is for
mastering java 11 is for experienced java developers with a solid understanding of the java language and want
to progress to an advanced level

Java Swing

2002-11-20

swing is a fully featured user interface development kit for java applications building on the foundations of the
abstract window toolkit awt swing enables cross platform applications to use any of several pluggable look and
feels swing developers can take advantage of its rich flexible features and modular components building
elegant user interfaces with very little code this second edition of java swing thoroughly covers all the
features available in java 2 sdk 1 3 and 1 4 more than simply a reference this new edition takes a practical
approach it is a book by developers for developers with hundreds of useful examples from beginning level to
advanced covering every component available in swing all these features mean that there s a lot to learn even
setting aside its platform flexibility swing compares favorably with any widely available user interface toolkit
it has great depth swing makes it easy to do simple things but is powerful enough to create complex intricate
interfaces java swing 2nd edition includes a new chapter on drag and drop accessibility features for creating a
user interface meeting the needs of all users coverage of the improved key binding infrastructure introduced
in sdk 1 3 a new chapter on jformattedtextfield and input validation mac os x coverage and examples coverage
of the improved focus system introduced in sdk 1 4 pluggable look and feel coverage coverage of the new
layout manager springlayout from sdk 1 4 properties tables that summarize important features of each
component coverage of the 1 4 spinner component details about using html in components a new appendix
listing bound actions for each component a supporting web site with utilities examples and supplemental
materials whether you re a seasoned java developer or just trying to find out what java can do you ll find java
swing 2nd edition an indispensable guide
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Java

2010

understanding java from the jvm up gives you a solid foundation to grow your expertise and take on advanced
techniques for performance concurrency containerization and more in the well grounded java developer
second edition you will learn the new java module system and why you should use it bytecode for the jvm
including operations and classloading performance tuning the jvm working with java s built in concurrency
and expanded options programming in kotlin and clojure on the jvm maximizing the benefits from your build
ci tooling with maven and gradle running the jvm in containers planning for future jvm releases the well
grounded java developer second edition introduces both the modern innovations and timeless fundamentals
you need to know to become a java master authors ben evans martijn verburg and jason clark distill their
decades of experience as java champions veteran developers and key contributors to the java ecosystem into
this clear and practical guide you ll discover how java works under the hood and learn design secrets from java
s long history each concept is illustrated with hands on examples including a fully modularized application
library and creating your own multithreaded application foreword by heinz kabutz about the technology java
is the beating heart of enterprise software engineering developers who really know java can expect easy job
hunting and interesting work written by experts with years of boots on the ground experience this book
upgrades your java skills it dives into powerful features like modules and concurrency models and even
reveals some of java s deep secrets about the book with the well grounded java developer second edition you
will go beyond feature descriptions and learn how java operates at the bytecode level master high value
techniques for concurrency and performance optimization along with must know practices for build test and
deployment you ll even look at alternate jvm languages like kotlin and clojure digest this book and stand out
from the pack what s inside the new java module system performance tuning the jvm maximizing ci cd with
maven and gradle running the jvm in containers planning for future jvm releases about the reader for
intermediate java developers about the author benjamin j evans is a senior principal engineer at red hat martijn
verburg is the principal swe manager for microsoft s java engineering group both benjamin and martijn are
java champions jason clark is a principal engineer and architect at new relic table of contents part 1 from 8 to 11
and beyond 1 introducing modern java 2 java modules 3 java 17 part 2 under the hood 4 class files and bytecode
5 java concurrency fundamentals 6 jdk concurrency libraries 7 understanding java performance part 3 non java
languages on the jvm 8 alternative jvm languages 9 kotlin 10 clojure a different view of programming part 4
build and deployment 11 building with gradle and maven 12 running java in containers 13 testing
fundamentals 14 testing beyond junit part 5 java frontiers 15 advanced functional programming 16 advanced
concurrent programming 17 modern internals 18 future java

The Well-Grounded Java Developer, Second Edition

2022-12-27

now updated for the latest release of java the second edition of modern software development using java
continues to blaze a new path for today s cs2 students tymann and schneider s contemporary approach focuses
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on what students need to learn in the cs2 course in order to appreciate what is truly important today in the
areas of software design and development this text covers such current software development ideas as object
oriented design uml data structure libraries net centric programming threads and guis all presented in a way
that is fully accessible and motivating the new edition has been fully revised to take advantage of the new
features in java 5 0 and all material is java 6 0 compliant

Modern Software Development Using Java

2008

this book will teach the concepts of test driven development in java so you can build clean maintainable and
robust code key features explore the most popular tdd tools and frameworks and become more proficient in
building applications create applications with better code design fewer bugs and higher test coverage enabling
you to get them to market quickly implement test driven programming methods into your development
workflows book description test driven development tdd is a development approach that relies on a test first
procedure that emphasizes writing a test before writing the necessary code and then refactoring the code to
optimize it the value of performing tdd with java one of the longest established programming languages is to
improve the productivity of programmers and the maintainability and performance of code and develop a
deeper understanding of the language and how to employ it effectively starting with the basics of tdd and
understanding why its adoption is beneficial this book will take you from the first steps of tdd with java until
you are confident enough to embrace the practice in your day to day routine you ll be guided through setting
up tools frameworks and the environment you need and we will dive right into hands on exercises with the
goal of mastering one practice tool or framework at a time you ll learn about the red green refactor procedure
how to write unit tests and how to use them as executable documentation with this book you ll also discover
how to design simple and easily maintainable code work with mocks utilize behavior driven development
refactor old legacy code and release a half finished feature to production with feature toggles you will finish
this book with a deep understanding of the test driven development methodology and the confidence to apply
it to application programming with java what you will learn explore the tools and frameworks required for
effective tdd development perform the red green refactor process efficiently the pillar around which all other
tdd procedures are based master effective unit testing in isolation from the rest of your code design simple and
easily maintainable code by implementing different techniques use mocking frameworks and techniques to
easily write and quickly execute tests develop an application to implement behavior driven development in
conjunction with unit testing enable and disable features using feature toggles who this book is for if you re an
experienced java developer and want to implement more effective methods of programming systems and
applications then this book is for you

Test-Driven Java Development, Second Edition

2018-03-23

solutions for modular functional reactive gui network and multithreaded programming key features explore
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the latest features of java 11 to implement efficient and reliable code develop memory efficient applications
understanding new garbage collection in java 11 create restful webservices and microservices with spring boot
2 and docker book description for more than three decades java has been on the forefront of developing robust
software that has helped versatile businesses meet their requirements being one of the most widely used
programming languages in history it s imperative for java developers to discover effective ways of using it in
order to take full advantage of the power of the latest java features java 11 cookbook offers a range of software
development solutions with simple and straightforward java 11 code examples to help you build a modern
software system starting with the installation of java each recipe addresses various problem by explaining the
solution and offering insights into how it works you ll explore the new features added to java 11 that will
make your application modular secure and fast the book contains recipes on functional programming gui
programming concurrent programming and database programming in java you ll also be taken through the
new features introduced in jdk 18 3 and 18 9 by the end of this book you ll be equipped with the skills
required to write robust scalable and optimal java code effectively what you will learn set up jdk and
understand what s new in the jdk 11 installation implement object oriented designs using classes and interfaces
manage operating system processes create a modular application with clear dependencies build graphical user
interfaces using javafx use the new http client api explore the new diagnostic features in java 11 discover how
to use the new jshell repl tool who this book is for the book is for intermediate to advanced java programmers
who want to make their applications fast secure and scalable

Java 11 Cookbook - Second Edition

2018-09-29

over 75 80 recipes for concurrent and parallel programming with java 9about this book get detailed coverage of
important recipes on multi threading and parallel programming this book takes a close look at the java 9 apis
and their impact on concurrency see practical examples on thread safety high performance classes safe sharing
and a whole lot morewho this book is forthe book is for java developers and programmers at an intermediate to
advanced level it will be especially useful for developers who want to take advantage of task based recipes
using java 9 s concurrent api to program thread safe solutions what you will learn find out to manage the basic
components of the java concurrency api use synchronization mechanisms to avoid data race conditions and
other problems of concurrent applications separate the thread management from the rest of the application
with the executor framework solve problems using a parallelized version of the divide and conquer paradigm
with the fork join framework process massive data sets in an optimized way using streams and reactive
streams see which data structures we can use in concurrent applications and how to use them practice efficient
techniques to test concurrent applications get to know tips and tricks to design concurrent applicationsin
detailwriting concurrent and parallel programming applications is an integral skill for any java programmer
java 9 comes with a host of fantastic features which includes significant performance improvements and new
apis this book will take you through all the new apis showing you how to build parallel and multi threaded
applications it covers all the elements of the java concurrency api with essential recipes that will help you take
advantage of the exciting new capabilities this book will help you to build highly scalable robust and
concurrent applications the recipe based approach is ideal for java developers who want to learn concurrency
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in a practical and example based manner we will explore topics such as thread management synchronization
executors parallel and reactive streams and a whole lot more

Java 9 Concurrency Cookbook - Second Edition

2017-02-28

work with essential and advanced features of the java programming language such as java modules
development lambda expressions closures inner classes threads i o collections garbage collection and more
author kishori sharan provides over 50 diagrams and 290 complete programs to help you visualize and better
understand the topics covered in this book java language features second edition starts with a series of chapters
on the essential language features provided by java including annotations reflection and generics these topics
are then complemented by details of how to use lambda expressions allowing you to build powerful and
efficient java programs the chapter on threads follows this up and discusses everything from the very basic
concepts of a thread to the most advanced topics such as synchronizers the fork join framework and atomic
variables this book contains unmatched coverage of java nio the stream api the path api the filevisitor api the
watch service and asynchronous file i o with this in depth knowledge your data and file management
programs will be able to take advantage of every feature of java s powerful i o framework and much more
additionally three appendices are available for free via the download source code on apress com these
appendices will give you a head start on the most important features of java 10 and the new java versioning
scheme what you ll learn use essential and advanced features of the java language code java annotations and
inner classes work with reflection generics and threads take advantage of the garbage collector manage streams
with the stream api who this book is for those new to java programming and continues the learning java
journey it is recommended that you read an introductory java programming book first such as beginning java
fundamentals from apress

Java Language Features

2018-02-24

learn all the java and android skills you need to start making powerful mobile applications with practical and
actionable steps key featureskick start your android programming career or just have fun publishing apps to
the google play marketplacea first principles introduction to java via android which means you ll be able to
start building your own applications from scratchlearn by example and build four real world apps and dozens of
mini apps throughout the bookbook description are you trying to start a career in programming but haven t
found the right way in do you have a great idea for an app but don t know how to make it a reality or maybe
you re just frustrated that in order to learn android you must know java if so then this book is for you this new
and expanded second edition of android programming for beginners will be your companion to create android
pie applications from scratch we will introduce you to all the fundamental concepts of programming in an
android context from the basics of java to working with the android api all examples use the up to date api
classes and are created from within android studio the official android development environment that helps
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supercharge your application development process after this crash course we ll dive deeper into android
programming and you ll learn how to create applications with a professional standard ui through fragments
and store your user s data with sqlite in addition you ll see how to make your apps multilingual draw to the
screen with a finger and work with graphics sound and animations too by the end of this book you ll be ready
to start building your own custom applications in android and java what you will learnmaster the
fundamentals of coding java for android pie install and set up your android development environment build
functional user interfaces with the android studio visual designer add user interaction data captures sound and
animation to your apps manage your apps data using the built in android sqlite database find out about the
design patterns used by professionals to make top grade applications build deploy and publish real android
applications to the google play marketplacewho this book is for this book is for you if you are completely new
to java android or programming and want to make android applications this book also acts as a refresher for
those who already have experience of using java on android to advance their knowledge and make fast
progress through the early projects

Android Programming for Beginners

2018-10-31

this is the ebook of the printed book and may not include any media website access codes or print supplements
that may come packaged with the bound book programming skills are indispensable in today s world not just
for computer science students but also for anyone in any scientific or technical discipline introduction to
programming in java second edition by robert sedgewick and kevin wayne is an accessible interdisciplinary
treatment that emphasizes important and engaging applications not toy problems the authors supply the tools
needed for students and professionals to learn that programming is a natural satisfying and creative experience
and to become conversant with one of the world s most widely used languages this example driven guide
focuses on java s most useful features and brings programming to life for every student in the sciences
engineering and computer science coverage includes basic elements of programming variables assignment
statements built in data types conditionals loops arrays and i o including graphics and sound functions modules
and libraries organizing programs into components that can be independently debugged maintained and reused
algorithms and data structures sort search algorithms stacks queues and symbol tables applications from applied
math physics chemistry biology and computer science drawing on their extensive classroom experience
throughout the text the authors provide q as exercises and opportunities for creative engagement with the
material together with the companion materials described below this book empowers people to pursue a
modern approach to teaching and learning programming companion web site introcs cs princeton edu java
contains chapter summaries supplementary exercises some with solutions detailed instructions for installing a
java programming environment program code and test data suitable for easy download detailed creative
exercises projects and other supplementary materials companion studio produced online videos informit com
sedgewick are available for purchase and provide students and professionals with the opportunity to engage
with the material at their own pace and give instructors the opportunity to spend their time with students
helping them to succeed on assignments and exams register your product at informit com register for
convenient access to downloads updates and corrections as they become available
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Introduction to Programming in Java

2017-04-04

the second edition of programming in java confirms to java standard edition 7 the latest release since oracle took
over sun microsystems it is significant in the sense that the last update was six years back and this major
release comes bundled with plenty of enhancements which were overdue to list a few noticeable
enhancements java 7 includes support for strings in switch statements try with resources statement improved
multi catch binary numeric literals numeric literals with underscores new apis in nio like path and files
automatic resource management and much more thesecond edition presents all these new topics with suitable
examples this second edition is not just about the enhancements introduced in java 7 practically every chapter
has been revisited to refine the text as much as possible with new example codes and greater topical coverage

Programming in Java

2013-12-28

learning a complex new language is no easy task especially when it s an object oriented computer
programming language like java your brain doesn t always want to take in the dry technical stuff you re
forced to study your brain craves novelty head first java combines puzzles strong visuals mysteries and soul
searching interviews with famous java objects to engage you in many different ways despite its playful
appearance head first java is serious a complete introduction to object oriented programming and java its unique
approach not only shows you what you need to know about java syntax it teaches you to think like a java
programmer you ll learn everything from the fundamentals to advanced topics including threads network
sockets and distributed programming with rmi the second edition focuses on java 5 0 a major update to the
platform with deep code level changes from publisher description

Head First Java

2005

create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional clean and clear java codeabout
this book learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern
recognition explore the java multi platform feature to run your personal neural networks everywhere this
step by step guide will help you solve real world problems and links neural network theory to their
applicationwho this book is forthis book is for java developers who want to know how to develop smarter
applications using the power of neural networks those who deal with a lot of complex data and want to use it
efficiently in their day to day apps will find this book quite useful some basic experience with statistical
computations is expected what you will learn develop an understanding of neural networks and how they can
be fitted explore the learning process of neural networks build neural network applications with java using
hands on examples discover the power of neural network s unsupervised learning process to extract the
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intrinsic knowledge hidden behind the data apply the code generated in practical examples including weather
forecasting and pattern recognition understand how to make the best choice of learning parameters to ensure
you have a more effective application select and split data sets into training test and validation and explore
validation strategiesin detailwant to discover the current state of art in the field of neural networks that will
let you understand and design new strategies to apply to more complex problems this book takes you on a
complete walkthrough of the process of developing basic to advanced practical examples based on neural
networks with java giving you everything you need to stand out you will first learn the basics of neural
networks and their process of learning we then focus on what perceptrons are and their features next you will
implement self organizing maps using practical examples further on you will learn about some of the
applications that are presented in this book such as weather forecasting disease diagnosis customer profiling
generalization extreme machine learning and characters recognition ocr finally you will learn methods to
optimize and adapt neural networks in real time all the examples generated in the book are provided in the
form of illustrative source code which merges object oriented programming oop concepts and neural network
features to enhance your learning experience

Neural Network Programming with Java - Second Edition

2017-02-28

an accessible guide to the java language and libraries modern java introduces major enhancements that impact
the core java technologies and apis at the heart of the java platform many old java idioms are no longer needed
and new features such as modularization make you far more effective however navigating these changes can
be challenging core java se 9 for the impatient second edition is a complete yet concise guide that includes all
the latest changes up to java se 9 written by cay s horstmann author of the classic two volume core java this
indispensable tutorial offers a faster easier pathway for learning modern java given java se 9 s size and the
scope of its enhancements there s plenty to cover but it s presented in small chunks organized for quick access
and easy understanding horstmann s practical insights and sample code help you quickly take advantage of all
that s new from java se 9 s long awaited project jigsaw module system to the improvements first introduced in
java se 8 including lambda expressions and streams use modules to simplify the development of well
performing complex systems migrate applications to work with the modularized java api and third party
modules test code as you create it with the new jshell read eval print loop repl use lambda expressions to
express actions more concisely streamline and optimize data management with today s streams api leverage
modern concurrent programming based on cooperating tasks take advantage of a multitude of api
improvements for working with collections input output regular expressions and processes whether you re
just getting started with modern java or you re an experienced developer this guide will help you write
tomorrow s most robust efficient and secure java code register your product at informit com register for
convenient access to downloads updates and or corrections as they become available
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Core Java SE 9 for the Impatient

2017-09-15

master the principles to make applications robust scalable and responsive about this book implement concurrent
applications using the java 9 concurrency api and its new components improve the performance of your
applications and process more data at the same time taking advantage of all of your resources construct real
world examples related to machine learning data mining natural language processing and more who this book
is for this book is for competent java developers who have basic understanding of concurrency but knowledge
of effective implementation of concurrent programs or usage of streams for making processes more efficient is
not required what you will learn master the principles that every concurrent application must follow see how
to parallelize a sequential algorithm to obtain better performance without data inconsistencies and deadlocks get
the most from the java concurrency api components separate the thread management from the rest of the
application with the executor component execute phased based tasks in an efficient way with the phaser
components solve problems using a parallelized version of the divide and conquer paradigm with the fork join
framework find out how to use parallel streams and reactive streams implement the map and reduce and map
and collect programming models control the concurrent data structures and synchronization mechanisms
provided by the java concurrency api implement efficient solutions for some actual problems such as data
mining machine learning and more in detail concurrency programming allows several large tasks to be
divided into smaller sub tasks which are further processed as individual tasks that run in parallel java 9
includes a comprehensive api with lots of ready to use components for easily implementing powerful
concurrency applications but with high flexibility so you can adapt these components to your needs the book
starts with a full description of the design principles of concurrent applications and explains how to parallelize a
sequential algorithm you will then be introduced to threads and runnables which are an integral part of java 9
s concurrency api you will see how to use all the components of the java concurrency api from the basics to the
most advanced techniques and will implement them in powerful real world concurrency applications the book
ends with a detailed description of the tools and techniques you can use to test a concurrent java application
along with a brief insight into other concurrency mechanisms in jvm style and approach this is a complete
guide that implements real world examples of algorithms related to machine learning data mining and natural
language processing in client server environments all the examples are explained using a step by step approach

Mastering Concurrency Programming with Java 9

2017-07-17

servlets are an exciting and important technology that ties java to the allowing programmers to write java
programs that create dynamic web content java servlet programming covers everything java developers need
to know to write effective servlets it explains the servlet lifecycle showing how to use servlets to maintain
state information effortlessly it also describes how to serve dynamic web content including both html pages
and multimedia data and explores more advanced topics like integrated session tracking efficient database
connectivity using jdbc applet servlet communicaton interservlet communication and internationalization
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readers can use the book s numerous real world examples as the basis for their own servlets the second edition
has been completely updated to cover the new features of version 2 2 of the java servlet api it introduces
chapters on servlet security and advanced communication and also introduces several popular tools for easier
integration of servlet technology with dynamic web pages these tools include javaserver pages jsp tea xmlc
and the element construction set in addition to complete coverage of 2 2 specification java servlet programming
2nd edition also contains coverage of the new 2 3 final draft specification

Java Servlet Programming

2001-04-03

coding and testing are generally considered separate areas of expertise in this practical book java expert scott
oaks takes the approach that anyone who works with java should be adept at understanding how code behaves
in the java virtual machine including the tunings likely to help performance this updated second edition helps
you gain in depth knowledge of java application performance using both the jvm and the java platform
developers and performance engineers alike will learn a variety of features tools and processes for improving
the way the java 8 and 11 lts releases perform while the emphasis is on production supported releases and
features this book also features previews of exciting new technologies such as ahead of time compilation and
experimental garbage collections understand how various java platforms and compilers affect performance
learn how java garbage collection works apply four principles to obtain best results from performance testing
use the jdk and other tools to learn how a java application is performing minimize the garbage collector s
impact through tuning and programming practices tackle performance issues in java apis improve java driven
database application performance

Java Performance

2020

problem solving with java tm second edition provides an accessible introduction to programming that carefully
balances the problem solving skills all beginning programmers need to develop with the essential constructs of
the java programming language this edition includes coverage of problem solving strong problem solving skills
are emphasized through 20 case studies 10 of which are new to this edition each emphasizes the classic koffman
5 step approach problem specification analysis design implementation and testing object oriented design
principles of object oriented design are used throughout building up to an in depth discussion of object oriented
design midway through the book inheritance interfaces and abstract classes are introduced by examining
several case studies that use these features applications and applets coverage of both applications and applets is
provided throughout including several examples of each graphical user interface the material describes how to
build guis using swing components it also shows how to use class jframe to write applications that have guis
input and output most programs in the hook use standard java i o methods an optional package using class
methods for input based on class joptionpane to simplify data entry with dialog windows can also be used
streams and files a new chapter covers streams and files including coverage of streams of characters and streams
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of binary files as well as demonstrations of how to read and write files of objects

Problem Solving with Java

2002

one stop shopping for serious developers the worldwide best seller for serious developers now 100 updated in
depth html 4 css java 2 servlets jsp xml and more industrial strength code examples throughout the
authoritative guide to every technology that enterprise developers need to master from html 4 to java 2
standard edition 1 3 servlets to javaserver pages and beyond core programming second edition brings them all
together in the ultimate development resource for experienced programmers html 4 in depth practical
coverage of html document structure block level and text level elements frames cascading style sheets and
beyond java 2 basic syntax object oriented design applets and animation the java plug in user interface
development with swing layout managers java2d multithreading network programming database
connectivity and more server side java servlets jsp xml and jdbc the foundations of enterprisedevelopment
with java advanced topics include jsp custom tag libraries combining servlets and jsp mvc database connection
pooling sax dom and xslt processing and detailed coverage of http 1 1 javascript dynamic creation of page
content user event monitoring html form field validation and more includes a complete quick reference guide
this book s first edition is used in leading computer science programs worldwide from mit to stanford uc
berkeley to princeton ucla to johns hopkins now it s been 100 updated for today s hottest development
technologies with powerful new techniques each with complete working code examples every core series
book demonstrates practical techniques used by professional developers features robust thoroughly tested
sample code and realistic examples focuses on the cutting edge technologies you need to master today provides
expert advice that will help you build superior software core programming delivers practical insights for
development with html css and javascript expert j2se 1 3 coverage from swing and java 2d to threading rmi
and jdbc fast track techniques for server side development with servlets jsp and xml hundreds of real world
code examples including complete sample applications

Core Web Programming

2001

an introduction to using java technology covering all java related software language and problem solving along
with annotated example programs that facilitate learning with exercises to help assimilate concepts

Big Java

2005-03-08

thoroughly revised for the latest version of java this book explains basic concepts in a clear and explicit way
that takes very seriously one thing for granted that the reader knows nothing about computer programming
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addressed to anyone who has no prior programming knowledge or experience but a desire to learn
programming with java it teaches the first thing that every novice programmer needs to learn which is
algorithmic thinking algorithmic thinking involves more than just learning code it is a problem solving
process that involves learning how to code this edition contains all the popular features of the previous edition
and adds a significant number of exercises as well as extensive revisions and updates apart from java s arrays it
now also covers hashmaps while a brand new section provides an effective introduction to the next field that a
programmer needs to work with which is object oriented programming oop this book has a class course
structure with questions and exercises at the end of each chapter so you can test what you have learned right
away and improve your comprehension with 250 solved and 450 unsolved exercises 475 true false about 150
multiple choice and 200 review questions and crosswords the solutions and the answers to which can be found
on the internet this book is ideal for novices or average programmers for self study high school students first
year college or university students teachers professors anyone who wants to start learning or teaching
computer programming using the proper conventions and techniques

Java and Algorithmic Thinking for the Complete Beginner (2nd Edition)

2019-10-18

updated with the latest maven coordinates java programming features and api changes this book is your guide
to solving problems in writing asynchronous and event based programs key featuresexplore a variety of tools
and techniques used to solve problems in implementing concurrency and parallelizationlearn about core
operators in rxjava that enable you to express your code logic productivelyapply rxjava with kotlin to create
responsive android apps with better user experiencebook description rxjava is not just a popular library for
building asynchronous and event based applications it also enables you to create a cleaner and more readable
code base in this book you ll cover the core fundamentals of reactive programming and learn how to design
and implement reactive libraries and applications learning rxjava will help you understand how reactive
programming works and guide you in writing your first example in reactive code you ll get to grips with the
workings of observable and subscriber and see how they are used in different contexts using real world use
cases the book will also take you through multicasting and caching to help prevent redundant work with
multiple observers you ll then learn how to create your own rxjava operators by reusing reactive logic as you
advance you ll explore effective tools and libraries to test and debug rxjava code finally you ll delve into
rxandroid extensions and use kotlin features to streamline your android apps by the end of this book you ll
become proficient in writing reactive code in java and kotlin to build concurrent applications including android
applications what you will learndiscover different ways to create observables observers and
subscribersmulticast in order to push data to multiple destinations and cache and replay themexpress rxjava
idiomatically with the help of kotlin features such as extension functions and data classesbecome familiar with
various operators available in rxjava to perform common transformations and tasksexplore rxjava s reactive
types including flowable single maybe and completabledemystify observables and how they express data and
events as sequenceswho this book is for this book is for java developers who want to leverage reactive
programming to develop more resilient and concurrent applications if you re an rxjava user looking to get to
grips with the latest features and updates in rxjava 3 this book is for you fundamental knowledge of core java
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features and object oriented programming will assist you in understanding the key concepts covered in this
book

Fundamentals of Programming and Software Design in Java - 2nd Edition

2004-01-01

this textbook examines database systems from the viewpoint of a software developer this perspective makes it
possible to investigate why database systems are the way they are it is of course important to be able to write
queries but it is equally important to know how they are processed we e g don t want to just use jdbc we also
want to know why the api contains the classes and methods that it does we need a sense of how hard is it to
write a disk cache or logging facility and what exactly is a database driver anyway the first two chapters
provide a brief overview of database systems and their use chapter 1 discusses the purpose and features of a
database system and introduces the derby and simpledb systems chapter 2 explains how to write a database
application using java it presents the basics of jdbc which is the fundamental api for java programs that interact
with a database in turn chapters 3 11 examine the internals of a typical database engine each chapter covers a
different database component starting with the lowest level of abstraction the disk and file manager and ending
with the highest the jdbc client interface further the respective chapter explains the main issues concerning
the component and considers possible design decisions as a result the reader can see exactly what services each
component provides and how it interacts with the other components in the system by the end of this part s he
will have witnessed the gradual development of a simple but completely functional system the remaining four
chapters then focus on efficient query processing and focus on the sophisticated techniques and algorithms that
can replace the simple design choices described earlier topics include indexing sorting intelligent buffer usage
and query optimization this text is intended for upper level undergraduate or beginning graduate courses in
computer science it assumes that the reader is comfortable with basic java programming advanced java concepts
such as rmi and jdbc are fully explained in the text the respective chapters are complemented by end of
chapter readings that discuss interesting ideas and research directions that went unmentioned in the text and
provide references to relevant web pages research articles reference manuals and books conceptual and
programming exercises are also included at the end of each chapter students can apply their conceptual
knowledge by examining the simpledb a simple but fully functional database system created by the author and
provided online code and modifying it

Learning RxJava

2020-02-28

this second edition of a manning bestseller has been revised and re titled to fit the in action series by steve
loughran an ant project committer ant in action introduces ant and how to use it for test driven java application
development ant itself is moving to v1 7 a major revision at the end of 2006 so the timing for the book is right
a single application of increasing complexity followed throughout the book shows how an application evolves
and how to handle the problems of building and testing reviewers have praised the book s coverage of large
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projects ant s advanced features and the details and depth of the discussion all unavailable elsewhere this is a
major revision with the second half of the book completely new including how to manage big projects library
management enterprise java continuous integration deployment writing new ant tasks and datatypes purchase
of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning also available is all
code from the book

Database Design and Implementation

2020-02-27

currently used at many colleges universities and high schools this hands on introduction to computer science is
ideal for people with little or no programming experience the goal of this concise book is not just to teach you
java but to help you think like a computer scientist you ll learn how to program a useful skill by itself but you
ll also discover how to use programming as a means to an end authors allen downey and chris mayfield start
with the most basic concepts and gradually move into topics that are more complex such as recursion and object
oriented programming each brief chapter covers the material for one week of a college course and includes
exercises to help you practice what you ve learned learn one concept at a time tackle complex topics in a series
of small steps with examples understand how to formulate problems think creatively about solutions and write
programs clearly and accurately determine which development techniques work best for you and practice the
important skill of debugging learn relationships among input and output decisions and loops classes and
methods strings and arrays work on exercises involving word games graphics puzzles and playing cards the
updated second edition of think java also features new chapters on polymorphism and data processing as well as
content covering changes through java 12

Ant in Action

2007-06-30

this new edition provides a comprehensive coverage of fundamental data structures making it ideal for use in
computer science courses real world applications are a unique feature of this text dr sahni provides several
applications for each data structure and algorithm design method disussed taking examples from topics such as
sorting compression and coding and image processing

Think Java

2019-11-27

Data Structures , Algorithms, And Applications In Java (second Edition)
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